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Site Manager v3.7.0 Release Notes   

1.  Introduction  

  

1.1  Site Manager v3.7.0 introduces Single Sign On (SSO) and a new method for when the 

Seatbelt delay alert function is started from. 

   

2.        Single Sign On (SSO)  

2.1 Site Manager has now been synced with all our other digital platforms - InSite, Ardent 
TV and our mobile app so a user can use the same login details across all of them. 
When logging into Site Manager a user now just needs to use the same login 
credentials (email address and password) they have previously been using for InSite. 
If a user can’t remember their InSite login details they can use the forgot password 
reset option on any of our four platforms listed above, as whichever platform they reset 
their password on, it will update it across all of them. If a user previously didn’t have 
access to InSite then they can continue to login with their existing Site Manager 
credentials and these same credentials will give them access to all platforms listed 
above. 

 

3. Seatbelt Delay Alerts 

Telehandlers  

3.1 The Seatbelt delay feature allows users to configure a set amount of time that will 

prevent a seatbelt alert being triggered. This is so at the start of the working day the 

driver can leave the cab while the engine is running so they can carry out their safety 

checks and let the engine warm up without a seatbelt alert being triggered. Previously 

this feature used the site hours start time as the starting point for when the delay would 

be activated from, we have now changed this so that the delay is activated from the 

time the machine is started. This will give more accuracy with the seatbelt alerts as no 

matter what time of the day the machine is started, the driver will still get some time 

where seatbelt alerts are not triggered while they carry out their safety checks. 

            Dumpers 

3.2       see 3.1 

 

 

 

 


